STAUFF China
STAUFF China was established in 1995, and has since grown significantly in both size and
scope of products and services to become one of China’s principal players in the Fluid Power
industry and related markets. Today the company is a key supplier of precision hydraulic
components such as clamps, tube, filtration technology, valves, pumps, gauges, diagnostic
equipment, accumulators and other hydraulic accessories to OEMs in various industries:
STAUFF has a current vacancy for:

Sourcing Engineer
After getting project information from sourcing team leader, then to follow up each project
until finished, to make project cost saving based on good quality, assure the smooth project
transfer from sourcing to purchasing after PPAP.
Major Responsibilities











Choose the excellent suppliers to achieve best practice in cost, quality and delivery.
Manage sourcing projects through RFQs to delivery.
Develop supplier skills, including APQP, PPAP, SPC, and Design Review.
Stick to sourcing procedure and follow up and close all open issues regarding
development of projects.
Monitor and assure the timing of OTS, PPAP.
Assure the smooth project transfer from sourcing to purchasing after PPAP.
Cost saving implementation for both current purchased items and new project.
Well control plastic / die casting tooling cost and make sure moulds invested to be well
used
Second source development for better price and quality.
Report to Sourcing team leader for related job.

Position Requirements








Bachelor degree in (Mechanical) Engineering or equal, with specialization or experience
in plastic injection / die casting;
At least 3 years related experience in plastic injection/die casting
Additional experience in sourcing / purchasing is prior;
Good understanding of supply chain Management;
Good spoken, written and reading Mandarin and English;
Good technical, communication and negotiation skills;
Need to be on business, Team player, and self-driven.

If you are seeking a progressive and forward-thinking organisation that values teamwork and
has a commitment to excellence, you should join us! Please send your application by email
to hr@stauff.com.cn.

www.stauff.com.cn

